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Critical psychologists might in the futr,rre

increasingiy resort to subject-oriented or even
subject-scientilic concepts and rnethods in order
to overcorle the lin'ritations of traditional
research. This irnplies the deployment of qLralita-

tive and palticipative researcl.r methods, thereby
giving a voice to the subjects ofresearch, consid-
ering their standpoint, their particular position in
society, and the reasons for their actions.
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lntroduction

Cross-cuhural psychology is a subfield of psy-

chology that is built upon a positivist model of
science. Historically it has developed out of
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natural scientific studies in psychology and

anthropology and stands in contrast to hermeneu-

tic studies in these fields. Traditionally it has been

caught in the ontological and epistemological

debates of nature vercus nulture and emics versus

etics and has been criticized for its philosophical

and methodological assumptions. It continues to

develop alongside the complementa.ry perspec-

tives of cultural psychology and indigenous psy-

chologies and has been applied intemationally to

numerous practical issues.

Definition

Cross-cultural psychology is an area of psychol-

ogy that is concemed with uniformity and varia-

tion of psychological abilities, processes, and

characteristics across cultures. It strives to be

a scientific discipline that makes use of observa-

tion and measurement of psychological variables

and seeks causal explanations for psychological

similarities and differences recorded across cul-

tures. The goals of cross-cultural psychology

include the development of general laws of
human thought and behavior as well as the expla-

nation of specific variations of characteristics

measured by standardized testing. Integration of
knowledge on these cultural similarities and

differences into a grand explanatory theory of
psychology is also sought. The main areas of
study for cross-cultural psychology include

cognition, perception, intelligence, language,

emotions, personality, development, accultura-

tion, social, morality, health, disorders,

treatments, evolution, and self (Berry, Poortinga,

Segall, & Dasen, 1992).

Cross-cultural psychology is contrasted and

complemented by the perspectives of cultural

psychology and indigenous psychologies' It is

differentiated from cultural psychology on philo-

sophical and methodological grounds where

cross-cultural psychology is practiced as

a positivist natural science, while cultural psy-

chology is practiced as a hermeneutical human

science. Cultural psychology is the study of

intentional worlds, its goal is to understand the

experiences of people as embedded in cultural

worlds of meaning where shared understanding

and participation in the construction of those

shared meanings is an ongoing process that

involves the mutttal construction of both the col-

lective intentional world and the experiences of
individuals (Shweder, 1990). This view recog-

nizes the dialectics of psychosocial life as it is

generated through cr.rltural activities and is
engaged in rr.reaning-making through common

activity and ritual. It is largely based upon the

Vygotskian perspective of sociohistorical devel-

opment of mind, self, and culture where ernphasis

is placed upon understanding the intentionality,

agency, and teleological activity of everyday

practicai experiences (Ratner, 1997). In recent

years the term cultural psychology has also been

used by many to denote a perspective that n-rakes

use of cross-cultural methods within the frame-

work of exarnining the reiationship between cul-

ture and mind and culture as an evolutionary

force (Rozin, 2010).

Indigenous psy-c'lrclogies are a collection of
psychological rnodels and practices that arise

from various locations around the globe, each

rooted in traditional cullural systems of knowl-

edge and practice. The indigenous approach to

psychology involves being "native" and not

transplanted. It exanlines mundane activities

and behavior tl'rrough locally derived frameworks

and categories ancl is designed to be culturally

relevanl and appropriate to its parlicipants and

their cultural commttnities (Sinha, 1997).
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History

Early Foundations
The history ol cross-cultural (and cultural) psy-

chology can be traced back to early Greek

不鱚
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scholars, while indigenous psychologies can be

traced back many thousands of years. Most his-

torical accounts begin with enlightenment

scholars who were interested in the empirical

study of cultural influences on psychological

characteristics. Cross-cultural psychology traces

its origins to the works of early scholars like

Joseph Marie Deg6rando (1172-1842), Edward

Bumet Tylor (1832-1917), William Halse Rivers

(1864-1922), Francis Galton (1822-l9ll), and

Frederic Bartlett (1886-1969). These scholars

conducted studies of topics such as visual illu-
sions and tests of hearing, smell, taste, cutaneous

and muscular sense, as well as reaction times and

other empirical measurements of psychological

abilities across cultures (Jahoda & Krewer,

1997).

Cultural psychology arises from the works of
early scholars such as Giovanni Battista Vico

(1668-1704), Gottfried Herder (1744-1803),

Moritz Lazarus ( 1 824- 1 903 ), Heymann Steinthal

(1823-1899), and Wilhelm Wundt (1832-1920)

who gave rise to the study of Volkerpsychologie.

These scholars shared interest in the Vtilkgeist
(collective consciousness) of cultures as

expressed in art, poetry, myth, custom, and lan-

guage. The Russian cultural-historical school was

later developed by Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934)

and Alexander Luria (1902-1971) who were

also influenced by Hegelian and Marxist ideas

of dialecticism between individual consciousness

and their cultures (Cole, 1996; Jahoda & Krewer,

199"7).

In the USA, the culture and personality school

flourished which challenged assumptions of uni-

versality and tumed attention toward "native"

approaches. Important contributions came from

Franz Boas (1858-1942), Edward Sapir

(1884-1939), Ruth Benedict (1887-1948), Mar-

garet Mead (1901-1978), Cora DuBois

(1903-1991), and later Erik Erikson

(lg}2-1994), A leading proponent ofthis critical

anthopology was Bronislaw Malinowski

(1884-1942) who refuted the universality of psy-

choanalysis and came to influence the growth of

indigenous perspectives in anthropology and psy-

chology (ParanjPe, 1998).

The Modern Era

ln the 1960s cross,cultural psychology emerged

as a clearly recognized sublield of psychology

where the Jθ
“
rんαJ ρF Sθθ′α′P,θみθ′οgy began

publishing studies on cross― cultural topics. By

1966 tlle動 ′θ″4α′′0れα′力
“
r4αJぽ Pッ 6カ010gy

was establish,soon followcd by theカタ
“
α′グ

Cross―Cultural Psychology in 1970. The 1972

A4れ′α′ Rιソた″ ぽ P,ソθλο′ο, included
a chapte■ on psychology and culture as the lnter―

nttional Associ江 lon of Cross― Cultural Psychol―

ogy and the Society for Cross― Cultural Rcsearch

、vere fomed. 13y 1973 the Directory of cross―

cultural resettch and researchers reported l,125

psychologists.In 1978 the fκ′ιrれα′′θκα′JO夕 rれαJ

グ//7′

`rε

タルタ紹′R′ル′′θηs was cstablished,and in
1980 tlle nrst cdition of tllc″ακあθθ々グε″SS―

Crz′′夕rα′Psyθ 77θ Jοgy had been published.These

developments brought cross― cultural psychology

to the mainstrcam(Bcly et al.,1992;Jahoda&

KКwer,1997).

In  tlle  1980s  indigenous  psychological

accounts becamc more commonplace such as

Hcelas alld Lock's(1981)volume On indigenous

psychologies、vhich had becn followcd by scveral

publications over thc next decades(Kim,Yang,

&Hwang,2006:Sinha,1997).Cultural psychol‐

ogy had been clearly articulated by 1990,and the

joШal C“′rtrr` α4″ Pッθ力θ′οgy was irst

published in 1995 which focuses on cultural

accounts. Today, psychological rescarch and

practice on culturc and psychology has bccome

widesprcad where a PsycINF(D abstract search

will gamer some 48,000 citations.

Traditional Debates

Nature Versus Nurture

The naturc― nurture debate is concemed with the

relative impo■ance of inherited versus acquired

infltlences on psychological iaits,abilitics,and

processes.Cross―cultural psychology,by its very

nature,is arguably bcst situated to examine the

nature― nurture debate.The range of ideas on the

naturc― nulttre debate in psychology can bc clas‐

sined int。  。nc of three types of interpretation
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representing the views of absolutism, relativism,

and universalism (Berry et al., 1992). Absolutism

is the position that holds biological factors

responsible for psychological phenomena where

species-wide basic psychological processes are

studied. Relativism stands in dialectical opposi-

tion to absolutism holding that cultural factors are

central in causing psychological phenomena'

These views are reflected in the nature orientation

of sociobiologists and the nurture orientation of
social constructionists. While these perspectives

hold that biological or cultural influences have

exclusive bearing, Boyd and Richerson offer

a dual inheritance model representing universal-

isru, a synthesis of these two opposing views.

This cultural evolutionary model stems from the

pioneering work of Donald Campbell and Rich-

ard Dawkins and has influenced many contempo-

rary scholars who recognize both genetic and

cultural influences on the evolution of the

human mind and culture (Rozin, 2010).

Emics Versus Etics

A related debate in cross-cultural psychology is

the emic-etic debate which is concemed with the

goals of knowledge production. The emic-etic

debate considers whether universal (transcul-

tural) features or specilic (local cultural) charac-

teristics should be the focus of research and

understanding. Those who seek only universal

characteristics advocate the position of searching

only for etics. Conversely, those who are only

interested in culturally specilic features seek the

emics of one or more cultures. Historically, cross-

cultural psychology has developed the goal of
finding etic features of psychology as measured

by tests and instruments developed in one local

(emic) context. These tests are often assumed to

measure universal psychological characteristics

when transported to test the abilities of people

from other cultures. Berry et al. (1992) refer to

this as an imposed etic that is ethnocentric in

nature and is often discovered as an imposter

only when the second culture offers contrasting

concepts from their own indigenous emic. At this

juncture two possible courses of action may

ensue. One is to maintain a separation between

cultures and their study, assuming cultural rela-

tivism and the incomrnensurate natr'rre of per-

spectives. Alternatively, one might recognize

that not all constructs are translatabie (commen-

surate) but that common ground between emics

may be discovered. In resolution of this debate,

Ilerr,v et al. refer to three perspectives that arise:

(1) imposed e/ics, et't'rics irnposed from one cul-

ture on another, pretending to be r.rniversal;

(2) entit:s, a piurality of local perspectives; and

(3) the pursuit of clet'ived e/rcs through an ongo-

ing comparison of indigenous emics toward the

development of cultural universals. These per-

spectives largely align with the interpretive

stances of absolutism, reialivism, and

universalism.

Critical Debates

Much of the critique of cross-cultural psychology

comes from a hemeneutical perspective. Herme-

neutics involves a critical examination of onto-

logicnl, epistemological, and evaluative clain-rs in

science and other human practices. In fact, "her-

meneutic thought seeks to criticize the position

that the n'rethods and criteria of the natural sci-

ences are normative for all forms of intellectual

activity and that an ahistorical, objective, empir-

ical account is sufficient" (Woolfolk, Sass, &

Messer, 1988, p. 3).

Ontological Hermeneutics: Critique of
"Culture"
Tl-re definitiou and couceptualization of culture

has been debated since the early days ofpsycho-

logical anthropology and cross-cultural psychol-

ogy. Historically, conceptualizations of culture

have been tied to "race" or perceived biological

differences amottg peoples. Ethnocentric terms

like "savages" or "primitives" have also been

used to identity people frorn groups seen to be

biologically and culturally inferior to their own,

as seen in Carolus Linnaeus' 1735 Systent oJ

Natw'e (Cole, 1996). While some advocate such

absolutist orientations today, most contemporary

cross-cultural psychologists define culture
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through descriptive accounts of behaviors, rules

and norms, structural accounts of organizations,

and historical traditions. Keith (2011) reviews

several contemporary definitions of culture rang-

ing from information sharing among a group of
people to the use of tangible objects as well as the

development of a subjective sense of culture

through everyday practices. He concludes that

culture is a "group of shared behaviors, values,

and beliefs that are passed from generation to

generation" (p. 4) that fotms into a variety of
constellations of features. While these cross-

cultural deflnitions cover a range of features of
what culture is, they tend to view culture as an

objectively delinable variable that can be

quantified.

Ratner (1997) offers a critique of positivist

cross-cultural psychology based upon its faulty

ontological and epistemological assumptions.

First, positivist psychology assumes that psycho-

logical phenomena are conceptualized as sepa-

rate, independent variables that can be easily

objectified and quantifled. Culture too is seen in

this manner where it is reduced to observable

properties of a shared environment. This type of
philosophical atomism fragments culture into

superficial and trivial features and fails to

acknowledge the systemic processes that com-

prise a living cultural tradition. Ratner points

out that this atomism "obscures the nature of
psychological phenomena" (p. 21), also failing

to recognize that culture is a complex configura-

tion of meanings expressed through extended

responses to ongoing social situations and

contexts.
Buitding from the Russian cultural-historical

school of psychology, Cole (1996) presents cul-

ture as a labyrinth of meaning expressed through

people's interaction with artifacts of culture that

are at one of three levels. Primary artifacts ate

objects ofsignificance to everyday activities (i.e.,

axe, bowl, needle). Secondarl artifucts are the

representations of those objects in terms of their

use and meaning in the forms of recipes, tradi-

tional beliefs, nonns, schemas, scripts, and roles'

Tertiary artifacts are imaginative works of art,

products, and creative processes. Culture

involves all of these types of artifacts and their

mutual influences as well as human engagemeni

with them and the activities, meanings, and

understandings people develop in relation to

them. Culture, as mediated by our relationships

to artifacts, is both subjective (experiential) and

objective (material). This dialectical approach to

activity and practice views culture and human

experience as intertwined and not separable. In
essence, the distinctions between cross-cultural

and cultural delinitions can be understood through

their advocate's commitments to Heideggerian

modes of being (Woolfolk et 41., 1988).

Cross-cultural psychologists typically adopt a
mode of disengaged being (preserrt at hand),

while culturat psychologists adopt a mode of
engaged being (ready to hand).

Methodological Hermeneutics: Critique of
Positivism
Cross-cultural psychology is grounded in the

worldview of positivist natural science, while

cultural psychology is grounded in the human

science tradition of hermeneutics. Since its incep-

tion, psychology has been a house divided

between these perspectives, and extensive meth-

odological debates exist between them. Con-

trolled experiments are the ideal model in
general psychology for determining causes of
psychological phenomena; however, because it
is impractical and unethical to conduct such

experiments on cultural influences, cross-cultural

psychologists often substitute quasi-experiments,

naturalistic, and statistical methods to determine

the causal influences of culture on psychological

variables (Berry et al., 1992). These methods

invoke operationalism, objective observation,

and quantification that determine the causal

laws behind the manifestation of psychological

phenomena.

Operationalisru has been strongly criticized in

cross-cultural psychology because it reduces psy-

chological phenomena to behaviors by assuming

that psychological phenomena are overt behav-

iors. This faulty assumption leads to

mismeasurement where "operational deflnitions

fail to recognize that a particular phenomenon

may be expressed in different acts and that

a parlicular act may express different
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phenomena" (Ratner, 1997, p. 44). Positivism

also assumes that "valid knowledge must be

obtained by direct observation of obvious pat-

tems" (Ratner, p. 39) accompanied by the quan-

tification of behaviors by reducing qualitative

variations into quantitative differences' "Quanti-

fying the degree of a phenomenon works against

investigating qualitative variations because mea-

surement implies that quality is uniform"
(Ratner, p.27). Becatse of these failings, claims

of causality can be rejected as erroneous and

misguided (Cole, 1996). To remedy these short-

comings, Ratner, Cole, and others (such as

Jerome Bruner) advocate the development of
a qualitative cultural psychology that embraces

methodological hetmeneutics and activity theory

in developing a better understanding of the rela-

tionships between culture and psychology' Bor-

rowing from the hermeneutics of Wilhelm

Dilthey, the notion of the hermeneutical circle is

used to identify cultural psychology methods as

being always open and revisable along with

grounding interpretation in preexisting knowl-

edge and assumptions. Dilthey's methodological

principles of verstehen and besserverstehen also

play important roles in cultural-psychological

methods. Verstehen involves understanding the

lived experience of people through the extrica-

tion of meaning from verbal expressions and

behaviors expressed within a sociohistorical con-

text. B esserverstehen, or "better understanding,"

is the ultimate goal of cultural psychology which

seeks to go beyond subjective experience to "elu-

cidate features, relationships, and dynamics of
psychological phenomena that may not appear

in subjective experience" (Ratner, 1991, p. 6t).

Building from Russian cultural-historical activity

theory, cultural psychologists call for a systemic

structural analysis of cultural artifacts and activ-

ities including the deciphering of important char-

acteristics and relationships between cultural-

psychological phenomena, such as tools, art, con-

cepts, roles, situations, and other expressions of
engaged being (Cole, i996).

Challenges have also been raised against

cross-cultural psychology as being hegemonic,

ethnocentric, and not representative of people

from other regions and cultures (Sinha, 1997)'

Many advocates of indigenous approaches seek

self-rule and empowerment in response to their
experiences of colonial denigration of their tradi-

tional knowledge systems @aranjpe, i998). They

also caution against the drive for a single univer-

sal psychology at the expense of others where the

loss of emic knowledge systems, languages, and

cultures through "globalization" has effectively

lead to a cultural genocide for many (Davis,

2009), Theses scholars advocate a state of intel-

lectual pluralism where various indigenous sys-

tems are recognized on an equal basis and not as

lesser developed or effoneous systems.

lnternationa! Relevance

Cross-cultural psychology is essentially intema-

tional since it is primarily interested in the com-

parison of cultures that exist across nationalities.

International activities are central to much of
cross-cultural psychology through cross-national

comparisons and the examination of national cul-

tures. Additionally, various indigenous and tradi-

tional psychologies are expressed from a wide

variety of nations, each offering their own unique

perspectives that are grounded in their eco-

cultural locations. International organizations of
psychology embrace the study of cross-cultural,

indigenous, and cultural psychology, and mem-

bers can be found across the Americas, through-

out Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australia. Sinha

(1991) identifies the growth and development of
indigenous psychologies in a variety of nations

including Africa, India, China, Japan, Korea,

Latin America, Turkey, the Philippines, and

Pakistan.

Practice Relevance

While cross-cultural psychology began as the

scientific study of universal features of psychol-

ogy in a few specific areas, cross-cultural per-

spectives have come to infiltrate much of

mainstream psychological research and practice.

A full range oftopics have been extensively stud-

ied as part of cross-cultural psychology in the

副
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areas of accuhuration, child-rearing, life span

development, education, social behavior, health,

communication, organizations and work, psycho-

pathology, psychotherapy, and well-being (Berry

et al., 1992; Keith,20l l).

Future Directions

Central debates in research, practice, theoretical,

and applied areas will no doubt continue into the

futurc along with diversification, ir.rdigenizatior.r,

ancl tl.re pursuit of derived etics. Diversification

will continue to examine historically marginal-

ized cultural groups and bring voice to their

issues, concems, politics, and dynamics of cul-

ture (Lips & Lawson, 2011). Indigenization wili
expectedly involve theoretical (development of

distinct conceptual flameworks), structural (insti-

tutional and organizational), and substantive

(content) conlributions (Sinha, 1997). The indig-

enization processes are expected to develop for

many cultures frorn the initial importation and

implantation of foreign (imposter etic) psycholo-

gies through to indigenization and later

autochtl.ronization (Adair, 2006). In order for

complete autochthonization to occur' there

needs to be a critical mass of researchers who

are sensitive to make use of culturally relevant

variables in their work. There also needs to be

contlibutions rnade to local understanding and

a greater utilization of indigenous curricula and

ciassroom teaching along with the development

of graduate training programs to develop infra-

structure and sustain the accomplishments made.

Technology will also play a significant role in

how we experience, transmit, and understand

culture and psychological phenomena.
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lntroduction

The topic of crowd psychology has at times been

central to the subdiscipline of social psychology,

and at other times marginal. Its relative prcmi-

nence in textbooks and curricula has partly

reflected the extent to which wider society has

seen "the crowd" as a major social problem.

So-called "crowd science" first emerged in late

nineteenth-century France as a response to the

perceived threat of "the mob" to the social order

and indeed to civilization itself. Today, "crowd

psychology," or "crowd behavior," typically refers

to the topic of conflict in crowds, the "problem"

specified by this flrst wave of theory' However,

there are other areas of study that fall under the

heading of crowd psychology, more broadly con-

ceived. One is the study of crowds in emergencies.

Another is the study of the effects of crowding.

Sociological accounts of crowd behavior have also

been put forward. Indeed from the outset there has

been discussion about whether the topic of the

crowd falls within the scope of social psychology

or sociology or whether instead it occupies a space

between the two.

Definition

The topic of clowd psychology is usually denoted

as "crowd behavior," or even "crowd dynamics"
(e.g., Reicher, 200 l) - though the latter more

often refers to a fielci of study within civil engi-

neering and applied mathematics (e.g., Stili,
2000).

Reicher (19tt4) provides a definition of
a crowd which serves to specify the explanatory

problerr for theories of crowd conflict: a crowd is

a group of people interacting face to face, in

a relatively novel situation, and with no fomlal
means of colleclive decision-making. The prob-

lem for theoly is therefore to explain how it is that

in such situations collective behavior is possible.

There is linle to explain of course, if people are

physically co-present btrt rior acting as one: and

there is also little to explain if the hundreds or

thousands of people acting as one are being

guided throLrgh chains of command (as in an

army). But in situalions such as that of many

"riots," where there is no obvious decision-

making mechanism ol formal ieadership, how is

it that people are able to act as one?

Reicher and Drury (201 1) distinguish between

"psychological" and "physical" crowds (or

aggregates) to conceptualize some of the differ-

ences between those groups of people who are

simply co-present in the same physical space and

those who are also together in a psychological

sense. In psychological crowds, but not physical

ones, it is alguecl that people clefine thernselves in

telms of a cofflmon social category; in other

words, they sl-rare a social identity. A shared

social identity makes collective behavior possible

in both collective conflict and many instances of
mass emergencies and helps make sense of some

of the variability found in responses to situations

of crowding.
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